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ADULT FICTION 

Annamaria Alfieri • STRANGE GODS 
Thomas Dunne Books/July ’14  

In the tradition of Jacqueline Winspear, STRANGE GODS is a potpourri of cross 
cultural tension, scintillating intrigue, and dynamic relationships. Set in the 
burgeoning town of Nairobi, British East Africa in 1911, a British constable and 
his tribal lieutenant are sent to investigate the murder of the town doctor. 

Annamaria Alfieri’s first book CITY OF SILVER  was published in April ’10 to 
rave reviews.  

Translation: Leibo Literary 
 

BLOOD TANGO 
Thomas Dunne Books/July ’13  

An evocative and atmospheric mystery set in politically tumultuous 1940’s Buenos 
Aires, against the backdrop of the relationship between Argentinean president Juan 
Peron and his wife, Evita, who are caught in the middle of the brutal murder 
investigation, when Evita’s body double is slain.   

Translation: Leibo Literary 
 

AJ Colucci • SEEDERS 
Thomas Dunne Books / July ’14  

A science-based thriller, in the vein of Michael Crichton, in which the daughter of 
a brilliant but reclusive botanist travels to his remote Nova Scotia lab for the 
reading of his will when the island begins to have strange and violent effects on 
her and her companions, presenting a terrifying look at the idea of plant 
intelligence.  

Translation: Leibo Literary 



AJ Colucci • THE COLONY 
Thomas Dunne Books / November ’12 (Publishers Weekly Starred Review!) 

A terrifying science thriller about a genetically modified colony of ants converging 
on New York City that James Rollins says is “A novel to leave your skin crawling 
and wanting more!”  

Translation: Leibo Literary 

Foreign Publication: Germany/Cora Verlag  

Zoraida Cordova • LUCK ON THE LINE 
Diversion Books/November ’14  

In a novel with a smart and sassy heroine, comparable to Abbi Glines’ and Jennifer 
Armentrout’s, the daughter of a celebrity chef helps with the opening of her 
mother’s new culinary hotspot alongside the sexy but infuriating Chef James, who 
she loves to hate.  

Sold in a three book deal. Book two is LOVE ON THE LEDGE (May ’15) and 
Book three is LOVE ON THE LEVEL (Feb ’16) 

Translation: Leibo Literary 
 
Barbara Ferrer • BOTH SIDES NOW 
Diversion Books/June ’15  

Comparable to Jodi Picoult, Rita Award winning author, Ferrer’s BOTH SIDES 
NOW follows the engrossing and thought provoking story of two unlikely lovers 
with nothing in common except both have spouses fighting for their lives, as they 
begin to battle their complicated feelings for one another.   

Barbara Ferrer • BETWEEN HERE & GONE 
Diversion Books/January ’16 (Publishers Weekly Starred Review!)  

Political and cultural turmoil in the U.S. and Cuba at the dawn of the 1960s 
Natalia San Martin is Cuban royalty—until the reign of Fidel Castro begins. After 
fleeing to the U.S., Natalia pours herself into work in order to help her family. 
When the opportunity for a startling change presents itself in the form of 
inveterate white knight, Natalia takes the first steps toward becoming truly alive,  

 not simply existing. 

 Translation: Leibo Literary   



Herman Raucher • SUMMER OF ’42  
Diversion Books/May ’15 (Originally published by Dell in 1974) 

Adapted into a cult classic film, starring Jennifer O’Neill and based on the 
memoirs of screenwriter Herman Raucher, it tells the story of how Raucher, in his 
early teens on his 1942 summer vacation on Nantucket Island, off the coast of New 
England, embarked on a one-sided romance with a woman, Dorothy, whose 
husband had gone off to fight in World War II.  

Translation: Leibo Literary 

Foreign Publication: France/Le Nouvel Attila 

ADULT NON-FICTION 
 

Litany Burns 
THE SIXTH SENSE OF CHILDREN 
NAL / NYLA-e 

Every child is born with an innate and basic sixth sense. It is the primary way in 
which we all first relate to the physical world. When properly fostered, these abilities 
aid in learning, communication, social interaction, compassion, creativity, and other 
untold advantages to help a child mature to become an adult. The Sixth Sense of 
Children provides parents and teachers with the tools and pages of practical 
exercises to help guide children to develop and master their inner talents to be 
productive and successful. 

Previously Published & Reverted in: Canada, Sweden, Germany, Turkey, Portugal 
and Korea (No existing options) 
 

DEVELOP YOUR PSYCHIC ABILITIES 
Barnes & Noble / NYLA-e 

Your psychic abilities are already within you... they are as natural to you as 
breathing and you use them every day. Some people may be better clairvoyants, 
others strong healers, some can read people and understand them without thinking, 
but everyone can experience these natural talents. Eight different talents are 
explained in this book with simple exercises to explore and enjoy. Use your psychic 
abilities to enhance your thinking, choose careers wisely, and lead a more productive 
and fulfilling life.  



YOUNG ADULT FICTION 

 
Lola StVil • GIRLS LIKE ME 
Houghton Mifflin/FALL ’16  

Comparable to Ellen Hopkins. This hard-hitting, emotionally honest, novel-in-
verse is about a girl who falls in love with the perfect guy online as she also 
becomes the victim of cyber-bullying and then can't help but wonder if the two are 
related. 

Translation: Leibo Literary 
 

Lola StVil  • THE GUARDIANS SERIES 
Indie Published/January ’12 

THE GIRL, is first in a series of eight books, which have sold over 2 million 
copies digitally. The books are: THE GIRL, THE FALLOUT, THE TURN, THE 
TRIPLEX, THE QUO, THE LYRIS, THE SHOMA, THE NYCREN. 

In the vein of Becca Fitzpatrick, a group of teens die tragically while trying to save 
their loved ones and are rewarded by a council of supreme beings, consisting of 
Time, Death and Fate who empower them to become "Guardians".  Their mission, 
to save the world from an ancient evil. 

Foreign Publication: Israel/Sefel Lakol* 
 

Zoraida Cordova ● LABYRINTH LOST 
Sourcebooks Fire/Fall ’16 

A teen girl in family of powerful  witches (Brujas), accidentally banishes them all 
in a bid to avoid her own magical destiny, then ventures into the otherworldly land 
of Los Lagos to save them, with the mysterious but alluring Nova as her guide, who 
seems to have an agenda all his own. 

 Revised manuscript available January ’16.  

Translation: Leibo Literary 



 
Zoraida Cordova ● THE VICIOUS DEEP TRILOGY 
THE VAST & BRUTAL SEA 
Sourcebooks Fire / July ’14  

The exciting conclusion of debut author Zoraida Cordova’s paranormal series.  Set in 
New York City’s paranormal underbelly, teenage heartthrob turned merman Tristan 
Hart has to fight for his life, the lives of his friends, and his humanity as he’s caught 

in a race for the Merfolk throne. 

Book one is THE VICIOUS DEEP and book two THE SAVAGE BLUE. 

Translation: Leibo Literary 
 

Caridad Ferrer ● WHEN THE STARS GO BLUE 
Thomas Dunne Books / November ’10  

In a contemporary, urban reimagination of Bizet’s Carmen, a beautiful dancer must 
choose between the love of a musical prodigy or a flamboyant soccer player, until 
one dance irrevocably alters her life.  

Translation: Leibo Literary 

Author Caridad Ferrer won a Rita Award for her Young Adult novel Adios to my Old 
Life.  

Foreign Publication: Serbia/Stylos Art 
 

Stephanie Kuehnert ● I WANNA BE YOUR JOEY RAMONE 
MTV Books / July ’08  

Emily Black follows in her musician mother’s footsteps in this raw, edgy and 
emotional novel about growing up rock and roll and living to tell the tale.  
Kuehnert’s honest prose sings.  

Translation: Leibo Literary 
Film Rights Optioned 



 
Stephanie Kuehnert ● BALLADS OF SUBURBIA 
MTV Books / July ’09      

For readers of Jay Asher’s Thirteen Reasons Why.  

Kara hasn't been back to Oak Park since the end of junior year, when a drug 
overdose nearly killed her. Four years later, she returns to face the music. Amid the 

music, the alcohol, the drugs, and the drama, her friends filled a notebook with 
heartbreakingly honest confessions. Now, finally, Kara is ready to write her own. 

Translation: Leibo Literary 

 
Adam Selzer ● I KISSED A ZOMBIE & I LIKED IT 
Delacorte / January ’10  

Ali Rhodes, the high school newspaper’s music critic, meets an intriguing singer, 
Doug, while reviewing a gig. He’s a weird-looking guy—goth, but he seems sincere 
about it, like maybe he was into it back before it was cool.  
 
Soon, Ali is falling so hard she barely notices a few odd signs: he never changes 
clothes, his head is a funny shape, and he says practically nothing out loud. Finally 
Marie, the school paper’s fashion editor, points out the obvious: Doug isn’t just a 
really sincere goth. He’s a zombie.  

Translation: NYLA 

Foreign Publication: France/Albin Michel, Livre de Poche, Germany/Piper, Turkey/
Artemis, Korea 


